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First of all greetings to this forum as it has been very helpful for me in my research for possible HT
for last few months even though I don't speak Dutch (but google translator has been of
assistance). As I don't speak speak Dutch, unfortunately, so I hope the forum would let me write
up in English and I'll also be able to collect some valuable (life-saving) information.

I've been looking to have HT for the last couple of years and been researching actively and at
times passively. According to my research, the most sought out HT clinics in Europe are in
Belgium for hair transplant. Having collected all the possible information online I had a trip to
Brussels couple of months ago to have face to face consulation with all the possible options in
Belgium. Long story short, having met few of the doctors face to face, I have trimmed down my
options to 2 doctors: Dr. Feriduni and Dr. Devroye.

Now, the problem is that I can't decide between the two. Therefore I am turning to this forum and
would be really grateful if someone can give me some feedback and real life experiences of those
clinics, so that I can finally make the decision where to go. Any links to thread which have
discussed the above doctors, would also be useful.

Just a background of my situtation: I'm about NW 4-5, According to the feedback from
consulations (both online and face to face), I need about 5000-6000 grafts which could be
accomplished in 2 surgeries using FUE. I have found consensus among clinics that I have good
donor and that many grafts are available.

Really looking forward to collecting feedback.

Thanks!! 
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